Sakurai Maestro MS-80SD cylinder screen press equipped with a Natgraph Smart UV dryer and stacker

New Sakurai MS-102INS printed sheet inspection system
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SAKURAI’S EXHIBIT AT SGIA EXPO 18 TO FOCUS ON SCREEN PRESS AUTOMATION

(SCHAUMBURG, IL) Sakurai, the global leader in sheet-fed screenprinting technology will conduct live demonstrations of its highly automated Maestro MS-80SD cylinder screen press and introduce the Sakurai MS-102INS printed sheet inspection system to the North American market in Booth 3077 at SGIA Expo 18 in Las Vegas. First launched at the Sakurai Factory Open House in Gifu, Japan, the MS-102INS was also featured in the Sakurai Graphic Systems Corporation exhibit at FESPA.

Sakurai MS-80SD – The next level of screen press automation.
The Sakurai Servo Driven MS-80SD is the most precise cylinder screen press available for industrial and multicolor overlay printing. The highly automated Maestro is equipped with numerous standard features including independent servomotors, automatic squeegee control and a print elongation system that stretches or shrinks the printed image with the touch of a button. Sakurai’s available optical camera sheet alignment system and monitor improves productivity and performance by reducing makeready times and misprints by 50 to 80%.

The 21 23/4” x 31 5/8” MS-80SD prints on a wide range of substrates such as plastic film for electronic applications, membrane switches, display panels and touch screens as well as paper board and foil.

“Because of the strength of the economy and the difficulty in acquiring qualified labor, there’s a huge demand for automation in the equipment field, including more efficient presses and dryers in order to reduce dependency on labor,” said David Rose, Vice President, Sakurai USA, Inc. “This factor will drive sales in the 4th quarter of 2018 and through 2019. SGIA Expo provides Sakurai with a platform in which to demonstrate our industry’s latest technology and profitability opportunities. Historically, SGIA in Las Vegas has been a well attended and innovative buyer’s market and we anticipate this year to be no different.”
New Sakurai MS-102INS - Printed sheet inspection system

The MS-102INS is a sheet-fed inspection device that combines the accurate conveying and positioning technology of Sakurai’s presses with elaborate camera technology. Compared to conventional flat belt transport, Sakurai’s method, with cylinder suction has made it possible to stabilize the transport for precise inspection of printed sheets. Sakurai’s MS-102INS accepts sheets up to 41 ½” x 29 5/8” and allows you to identify and reduce defective printed products in line during printing or offline as will be demonstrated at SGIA.

At SGIA in Las Vegas, experts from Sakurai and industry partner Natgraph will be on hand to assist booth visitors with designing a highly automated screen printing, drying and curing system, including LED-UV for their unique requirements.

To register for a free expo pass to SGIA courtesy of Sakurai, go to: 
http://www.exhibitorinvites.com/sgia/sakuraiusainc

To learn more about any of the featured Sakurai equipment at SGIA Expo 18, please visit www.sakurai-sgia.com or contact: David Rose, Vice President; david@sakurai.com C 708.341.9493 O 847.490.9400 x202 or Brian Johnson, Regional Sales Manager; brian@sakurai.com C 847.363.6861 O. 847.490.9400 X206.

###

Sakurai USA is the global leader in screen press technology with over 5,000 presses installed worldwide. Sakurai ultra high precision cylinder screen presses are available in sizes from 20½” X 28½” to 48” X 63”. Fully automated Sakurai sheetfed offset presses are available in two thru six-color configurations in widths from 20” X 26” to 23 5/8 x 31 1/8” with coating and perfecting. Sakurai also offers a rotary die-cutter, a printed sheet inspection system and a full line of Natgraph drying and curing systems. Sakurai presses are distributed in the U.S, Canada, Mexico and Central and South America by Sakurai USA, backed by responsive customer support, service, replacement parts and training.
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